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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Consider an initial value problem
(1)

x'=f(t9x)9

x(t0)~x09

where x9 f are w-dimensional vectors.
The aim of the present paper is to prove new general uniqueness theorems for the
initial value problem (1) and to obtain the well-known uniqueness criteria (especially
Lakshmikantham [6], Brauer and Sternberg [3], Brauer [4], Kamke [5], Borftvka [2]*
by choosing special functions in our theorems.
Notation. Let R and Rn be the real number system and the Euclidean n-space,
respectively. Define J?+ = [0, oo), R~ •« (—oo, 0]. By || H we denote any convient
norm in R?; \\ ||e, and || denote the Euclidean norm in it* and in R9 respectively*
By D + , D+ we denote Dini derivatives. For the notation of the inner product in R?
we use the sign .. Let C[px; -D2] be the class of all continuous functions/: Dt -> D2
and let/(0 » o(g(t)) as t -+ t0+ mean lim f(t)/g(t) * 0.
Finally, if t0 < t*9 b > 0, we put
Ro - {(*> x)m-to<t£**>\\x*o II £ b}>
Ao - {(*,x,y): t0 < t £ t* + g, |fx - x0 || & b + e, \\y - x0 \\ & b 4- «>e > 0}.
Definition. Let t0 < t* and f(t9 x) e CtR0; JP]. We say that a function x(t) is
a solution of the initial value problem (1) on [t 0 , t*], if x(t)s C[[t 0 , t*]; i f ] such
that 4%) - x09 and x'(0 - /(t, x(0) for t€ (t 0 , t*).
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2. MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 1. Suppose
(i)/(/,x)€C[J? 0 ;iP];

(ii) tAere exist a positive function B(t)eCftt091*); !* + ] and a function g(t9 u) e
GC[(t 0 ,**]xJ* + ;Jl] such that for every tte(t09t*)
there is u(#) s 0 *Ae on/y
differentiable function satisfying
(2)

«'(0-*(t,*(0)

(3)

*(O = 0(£(O)

fort€(t09tx)9
ost~*t0+;

(iii) tAere exists a function V(t9 x, y) e Cf#0; i*+] swcA that V(t, x, >>)fclocally
LipschitzUm in x, j>/or (f, x, j>) € ji 0 . Le* a.ny two solutions of (I) x(t)9 y(t) fulfil
v(tf x(o, jit)) 5 0 ^ x(t) s XO «i (t0> t*];
(iv) for (t, x), (t, y) e !?0, JC 4= y91 < t* there is satisfied the condition
(4)

D+fV(t9x9y)Sg(t,V(t9x9y))9

where
(5) D+IV(t, x, y) = lim i n f Vif + h,x + hf(t, x), y + hf(t,y)) - V(t, x, y)
*->o +

A

Then, for any pair of solutions x(t)9 y(t) of(l) such that x(t) & y(t) on the common
interval of their existence9 there holds the condition
(6)

V(t9 x(0, y(f)) * o(B(t))

ait-h..

Proof. Suppose there are two different solutions x(0, y(0 of the problem (1) on
['o»ti]<= ['o»'*] satisfying V(t9x(t)9XO) - <K-5(0) as *~»t 0 + . Define m(t) « F(t, x(t), Xt)) for t € (t0, tA). Then there holds
D+m(t) « lim inf -=- {m(t + A) - w(t)} =
.%-+o+

"

- lim i n f l { F ( t + h9x(t + A),Xt + *)) - ^'> *(0, Xt))} *-*o+ n
- lim inf 1 {V(t + A,x(t) + A/(t, x(t)) + o(A),XO + ¥(t,XO) + <*A)) - V(t9 x(t), XO)} £ ^ / ^ ( t , x(r), XO) §

s *e> nt, x(o, xo)) - & m(D)
for every t 6 (t0, tx) such that m(t) # 0. Define m(t0) •• 0. Because of x(t) • Xt)
on [t 0 , tj there exists some c e (t 0 , tt) such that F(e, X^)» X<0) -* m(c) > 0.
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Let KO be the left minimal solution of the problem
(7)

u'~g(tfu)f

u(c)**m(c).

It is easy to see that KO £ *»(0 for 16 (t2, c) where t2 = sup {t € [l 0 , c) : m(t) - 0}.
If t2 > t0 then r(0 ss 0 on (*0, i2). Consequently we obtain 0 £ KO & &*(0 on(#0f <?).
Since m(t) = o(B(0) as t ~* r 0 + , we get KO =* <K#(0) as t ~> r 0 + . This together
with (ii) implies
r(0 = 0

on(* 0 ,c),

contradicting the assumption r(c) = m(c) > 0.
Theorem 2. Suppose

(i)/&*)eC[* 0 ;*"];

(ii) fAere exist functions Bt(t) e C[(t0, t*); J?+], i = 1, 2 and functions gt(tt u) 6
e C[(r0, **] x R+; J?], g2(t, u) € C[(t0, **] x R~; ii] MCA fAat for every tt € (l 0 , t*)
there are ut(t) m 0 the only differentiable functions satisfying

(-ly-^xofco
(8)

«;(r) = g,(t, «,(0)

for t e (r0, tt)9

(9)
ut(t) = o(5f(0)
as t-+t0+9
where i = 1, 2;
(iii) the hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied except V(t9 x9 y) 6 C\k0\ 1?*] to
replaced by V(t9 x9 y) e C[.£0; J?];
(iv) for (tf x)f (tfy)eR0fx
4= y9t < t* there are fulfilled the conditions
(10)

D+fV(tf xf y) £

gl (r,

F(r, x, y))f

.01)
where

^ *U x, ;0 ^ #a(', *U *, y))>

(12) D+V(t9x9y) = l i m s u p l { F ( t + A,x + A/(t,x)fy + A/(t,j)) - F(/,x, j>)}
am/ D+fV(tf xf y) is defined by (5).
Then9 the conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid for B(t) m min {Bt(t)$ B2(t)}.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.
Put m ( 0 = V(t9 x(t)f X0), where x(0,X0 are two different solutions of the
problem (1) on [t0, /,] c [*0, f *]. Then there exists some c € (t0f t%) so that m(e) # 0.
It follows from the relations (10) and (11) that
X>+m(0£*ifcm('))
and
D+m(t)£g2(tfm(t))
for every t e (f0, tt) such that m(r) # 0. Define m(t0) = 0.

ii0

First consider the case m(c) < 0. Let r2(t) be the left maximal solution of the
problem
*t = gi(t> u),
u(c) = m(c).
There holds r2(t) £ m(t) for t e (t2, c), where t2 = sup {te [t0, c) : m(f) = 0}. If
h > h then rz(t) s 0 on (t0, f2). Then we obtain | r 2 (01 <; \ m(t) \ on (t0, c).
Since m(t) = o(B(t)) as t -> t0+, we have m(t) = o(B2(t)) as t -» * 0 + . Thus
r2(f) s o(B2(t)) as t ~» t0+. This together with the assumption (ii) implies
r2(r) = 0

on(r 0 ,c),

contradicting r2(c) < 0.
The case m(c) > 0 contradicts the assumption rx(c) > 0, where rt(t) is the left
minimal solution of the problem
«' = gt(U u),

u(c) =- m(c).

This completes the proof.
Remark 1. Assuming in the previous theorems in addition that for any two
solutions x(t)9y(t) of the problem (1) there holds
V(t, x(t\ y(t)) = o(B(t))

as t -> t0+,

then the initial value problem (1) has at most one solution.
Corollary 1. Let a > 0, b > 0 and D : t0 g t ^ t0 + a, \\ x — x0 \\g ^ b. Assume

(i)/(U) 6 C[Z);n
(ii) g(t, u) € C[(t0, t0 + a] x [0,24]; JS+] am/ w(f) ^0 is the only function such
that
u' =g(t,u)
forte(t0,t0
+ a\

lim-^-O;
^iii) for (t, x), (tfy)eD9
1

ìx-Уh

t # t0, x # y there holds

(f(t,x)-f(t,y)).(x-y)й

tЛx-yLY

Then, the initial value problem (1) has the unique solution.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that g(t, u) e
6 C[[/ 0 , t0 + a] x R+; U], se/ K(/, x,y) = \\x - y \\e, B(t) = t - t0.
For (/, x), (t, y) e D, t * t0, x * y we get
D + / n ' , *, V) =
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| | x

^ ^ ( x - y) . (/(/, x) - /(/, y)) = g(/, F(/, x, y)).

Since for every solutions x(t)$y(t) of (1) the condition
to

HO-*.)I.

f-»lo+

f — f0

,0

is satisfied, in view of Remark 1 we obtain the statement of Corollary 1.
Remark 2. Denot e J= {x e K": || x - x0 || £ b} and replace the assumption (ii)
in Theorem 1 by
(ii') there exist a positive function B(t) e C[(t0, t *); .R+] and a function g(t9 v$ ii) e
6 C[(f0, **)x JxR+; JR] such that for every solution x(0 of the problem (1) and
for every tt e (f0, f *), w(0 = 0 is the only function for which
(20
(3')

«'(0 - g(t, x(t), u(t)) on (#0, tt)$
«(r) « o(B(t)) as f -• *0+.

Then, the conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid. As well the proof remains without
an essential change.
Remark 3. If V(t> x> y) = || x ~ y \\ and /(t, x) is continuous only for t > #0>
then the choice B(t) -* 1 in Theorem 1 gives the uniqueness of the problem (1).
Moreover if the function f(t, x) is bounded on 2>, then it is possible to choose
B(t) = (t - /0)*, where * € (~ oo, 1).
3. APPLICATIONS
To obtain uniqueness criteria as the corollaries of Theorem 1, resp. Theorem 2,
it is sufficient to prove that there hold (i) the assumptions of Theorem 1, rap.
Iheorem 2, and (ii) the relation V(t, x(t), y(t)) = o(B(t)) as t -• / 0+ for any two
solutions x(t\ y(t) of the problem (1).
The following table shows how to obtain the well-know uniqueness criteria by
selecting functions in general theorems. We use the notation quoted in the mentioned
literature.
Remark 4. In the original paper by Brauer and Sternberg [3] the uniqueness is
asserted unless the assumption V(t, x(t) - y(t)) = o(t — t0) as t -* t0+ for any two
solutions x(t), y(t) of (1) would be assumed. The following example shows nonvalidity of this statement.
x
1x1
Consider the initial value problem x* « 2—, x(0) » 0. Put V(t, x) •» -~~~,
t(t$ x) ~ —. It is easy to prove the validity of the assumptions of Theorem of Brauer
and Sternberg. However, this problem has different solutions xt(t) m t2f x2(t) m 0.
Remark 5. Theorem of Borftvka [2] is the corollary of Theorem 1 and Remark 2.
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Tiмorem 1.
Author

B(t)

g(t,»)

V(t,x,y)

Kamke (1930) [5]

t-t0

g(t,u)

\\x-y\\

Okamuгa (1942) [9]

0

V(t,x-y)

Boгůvka (1956) [2]

Ф(t, u, v)

¥t,x,y)

Perov (1958) [10]

a(t)Цu)

\\x-y\\l(t-t0f

Brauer, Sternberg
(1958) [3]

t-t0

cĄt, u)

V(t,x-y)

Brauer (1959) [4]

B(t)

\x-y\

Lakhsmikantham
(1962) [6]

B(t)

Ыt,«)
h(t, u)

Moyer (1966) [8]

1

0

Witte(1974)[ll]
Lemmert (1975) [7]

e

f A [ e x p } h(u)du-]ds h(t)u

fo

a

řo+a

s

ř

h(t)u

exp Jft(s)ds

\x-y\
W(t,

||x->-||)

\x-y\
\x-y\

Tbeorem2.
Author

адi=i,2

gi(t,u)

g2(t,u)

V(t,x,y)

Antosiewicz 1962 [1]

i

co2(t, u)

o>i(t, u)

V(t,x-y)
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